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The Grace Nicholson Building, occupied by the Pacificulture-flsia Museum,
is located on a downtown Pasadena street opposite a major department
store. The area includes small shops and parking lots. It is one block
fror. the central downtown thoroughfare.
The building fellows the Imperial Palace courtyard style, which is an
ancient (9th century to the esrly 20th century) stone-constructed buildin? style of Chinese architecture originally used as a repository for
,
treasures and a retreat for ths Eyperor. The Palace of Fine >irts in Peking
is an outstanding example of this style. The Nicholson Building clcsely
resembles this Palace and the National History Museum in Taipei, Taiwan.
However, the Nicholson building is constructed of concrete and is fire
and earthquake resistant. A steal beam understructurs is used throughout.
Authenticity of the Chinese style was insured by having all of the decorative roof tiles, wood, stone and marble carvings made in China or faithfully executed by Pasadena-area craftsmen.
Entering from the street, one sees the concrete building with a .stucco
overlay of a "tundra" color, topped with the familiar turned-up roofs
that are traditional with Chinese architecture. (.See Picture I) Th-2 imported
tiles en the roof are green. As would have been used by a prince,7r3d iron
grill entrance gate .enbe.llished with dragons and cloud patterns, opens
into the -central passageway.
The rest of the building, set back from the street by a long passageway,
is arranged in "mirror" style around the courtyard garden. (The tvo long
sides cr the rectangular area are duplicates of each other in perfect,
balance.) The outside stairways leading to the second floor ar3 at the
four corners in the garden and thus form an integral part of the overall
design and also act as fire escapes.(See picture II) The idea behind this
typical Chinese style is that the palace-fortress compound should be
secured and more easily defended, and could operate as a self-contained
unit. The mirror arrangement insures that-the space is both open and
protected! the room/walls surrounding the courtyard offer no access to the
outside street while the interior courtyard is exposed to the natural
elements,
•
.
„
•
The museum exhibitions are in the galleries surrounding the courtyard
garden _and basically in the several long galleries on the 1st floor
mirroring each other. A shorter wall with gallery inside closes off the
area and connects the parallel sides.
(The two-story wall construction is reminiscent of the living compound
structures of Southeast Asia. Fro.u very early times, separate buildings
were placed near the vail of th-3 compound with an .open protected area'
in the middle; later, the separate buildincrs were linked, beccvdna an
extension of the wall, but tha open courtyard area regained crucial. ;-t
fact, this feature has remained the most important concept in the bui:*. .7
plan. Because of faithfully following the requirements for a Chinese
Treasure House, the building is secure, fireproof and earthquake prciT./
The first floor is actually devoted to exhibition space. The second f! .-r
has classrooms, a library, an auditorium and office space. Shops featuring
^ndcrafted ethnic arts occupy the front
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There are 28,000 feet of floor space, including galleries, auditorium,
storace and classrooms, with 3,000 additional square feet in the courtvard. There has been minimum structural change to the building since it
vas built. For example, the large windows on the north and south sides of
the courtyard have been modernized, but plans are being prepared to
restore them to the original lattice work doors. In addition, the two
large second floor rooms at the northeast corner have had the addition
of basins vhich are necessary for their current classroom use.
The courtyard garden is rich in symbolic meaning. Carved closed lotus
blossoms are on each nevell post of the stone stairsteps. Carvings of
cloud patterns ~»nd a flower form are also on the balustrades. (3oe
piccure III) The central area contains planting and a small pool. A
flagstone walk is arcand the outer area, allowing easy access to the
a!"djoining rooms. On the center of the back vail (east), is a medallion,
filled with dragon carvings. Each of these forms carried its own symbolic
meaning,
There are stone benches in the courtyard, as well as planting to soften
the vail areas, ht each corner, beside the stairsteps, there is a handsome "peony window", a design arrangement showing a flower form superimposed or overlaying on the life-giving earth, which is represented
as a sguare form. (See picture IV) Jragons with long and curly tongues
are on the four corners and form part of the drainpipes.
The central space in the courtyard is the garden proper, which is
arranged in a traditional Chinese stvle.
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of a style that stems from a totally different ideology, h distinguished
British architectural historian, Laurence Binyon, has noted that in
China*a building was regarded less in itself than as a fusion of man's
handiwork into nature, the vhole surroundings of the scene making part,
and perhaps the chief part of the architect's conception." This statement could be a description of the Nicholson garden.
In Chinese .architectural history, the courtyard arrangement can be
initially traced to the early vailed compound—a method of wall building
stemming directly from the need to defend desirable land. Hovever,
centuries ago, the open space within the center became very important
in its own right and remains so in Chinese architecture. It is in the open
garden area (securely enclosed) where all of nature can be represented in
one small area. The four elements of nature were always represented-earth, air, fire and vater. .Mountains, plains and living growing things
were arranged in order to deepen one's awareness and sense of harmony
with the universe. The success of the garden, then, lies not so much
by the pleasures of being surrounded by growing plunts, but by the
garden's ability to promote meditation. The Xicholson garden is considered an outstanding example? of this concept. (St;e Physical Description)
The garden is also rich in symbolic designs. Understanding the meanings
of the symbols is critical to a true appreciation of Chinese art aud
philosophy; therefore the garden offers a unique spot for further understanding traditional Chinese culture.
As examples, walking around the garden, starting from the southwest
corner, there is a "peony" windov beside the stairsteps. The peony
was^the Empress's ovn flower—symbolizing everlasting beauty and productivity. The design is also a traditional onei the precious flower is
surrounded or super-imposed on the life-giving earth which is shown as th:
square form within the blossom.
Continuing around che garden, there is a circle design at the base of
each stairway representing six stones, or more probably a flower form
with a reproductive center and five petals. The arrangement's massage
is that when one's five senses are fully developed and utilized, a sixth
sense is^awakened which allows one to be relaxed but also totally aware,
thus an integral and interacting part of one's surroundings* a Vihole has
been created.
At the southeast corner, as well as all the other corners, is a closed
lotus form on each newell ascending the stairwell. The closed lotus
represents unawakened consciousness; as the Ictuses climb, rising
enlightenment is indicated? the higher the climber goes, the more one
understands, Mlegorically, the lotus vill open only when one has reached
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enlightenment in all of one's senses. The stone lotuses on the stairways
are still climbing. In addition, at all the corners and in the central
wall, are_the._DrjDtective dragons vi^h^^LXtrLa—loa^-^aod-jiiarJ^—toagues
offering valuable protection at- vulnerable spots. On the center wall,
east, is a fine medallion, full of fiery dragons. Dragons and cloud
"patterns are also the motifs of the entrance gates. The dragon is in
charge of the sky and the sky brings life-giving rain or catastrophic
torrents, as veil as the powerful sun that can urge the crops to maturity,
or destroy them vith searing heat. In .Asia, the dragon is a recognition
of the creative power of the universe. This image f ncompasses both the
destructive and regenerative strength of naturet the dragons are guardians
of both life and death. They are also said to be carriers of harmony,
virtus, blessings and riches, and guard against fire.
In Chin3, a garden's success is measured by its ability to bring a deeper
understanding of nature into one's heart and horr.e. h Chinese courtyard
garden is designed to incorporate all of the elements of the universal
and arranaed to provide the same visual harmony as is found in nature.
All of- the elo.T.ents of matter must be symbolically present. The unity of
heav-in, man and earth is indicated in a successful garden. The thought Is
a garden vhere mail learns to create with the "second nature"
that it i:
like nature itself. The garden should be arranged so that there are many
areas of excitement and interest and transitional links between spaces
should be dramatic. Within the small courtyard area of the museum garden,
there is ample illustration of these precepts. In addition to the
symbolic designs, there is a pool, grov.-ing plants, trees, moonstones
and mounds to represent hills. The original garden also contained a
bridge, which it is hoped will be replaced in the near future.
On many levels and in several ways, then, an oasis is created in a dovntovn setting. In this garden, one can literally be a long way from the
press of everyday street activity and traffic. This fact alone is
important ir. understanding the special nature of the Nicholson building,
3. Architects
The building vas designed by the leading Pasadena architectural firm
of Marston, Van Felt and Maybury. The firm still remains an important
name because of the number and high quality buildings they produced.
'Taking the body of thair work as a whole, they made a significant
contribution by providing buildings of lasting quality for Pasadena.
In a large and varied practive, -Lhey built both residential and office
buildings, including the Mark Keppel High Sch. :, Eliot Junior High,
the Westminster Presbyterian Church, the Athl-'U :? Club and numerous^
downtown office buildings and shops. A number >+Z major Pasadena residences
still stand as a testament to the firm»s tale-t 3nd ability. In 1925,
:
when the Nicholson building was underway, the jr:-stlgious Southland
<
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Magazine commented "it is far and away the most beautiful and
interesting commercial building that Pasadena can boast."
Grace Nicholson said of her building that it was meant to* wear
in, not to vear out. H The integrity of the architect's plans and
the excellence of construction faithfully carried out her wishes
and are as valid today as they were 50 years ago.
It is one of the handful of buildings in America that is closely
modeled after a distinct and authentic Chinese style, but is
built with numerous quality Western construction methods. (See
Physical Description) The building immediately became a distinguished city landmark, comparable in tourist attraction to the
California Institute of Technology, and the City Hall. In 1929,
vhen it was finished, it was given an award by the national
American Institute of Architects.
Significance; Art/Culture
Grace I.'icholson, who had the building designed and built, vas
a remarkable person in her own right. Consequently, recognition
of her building — in her honor — would be appropriate. She vas
born in Philadelphia in 1373 and was orphaned at an early age.
Because of her interest in American Indians, she cane to California. She settled in Pasadena, being especially drawn to the
city because of its natural beauty and its growing recognition
as a cultural oasis. Her first job was in a downtown bank: at
$3 per week;. A deep fascination with the history, culture and
customs of the Indians led to the idea of having a shop so she
could help preserve their traditional arts by selling their
baskets. and fine handicrafts, she rented an old paint store on
Raymond Ave. and soon was selling a number of quality Indian
artifacts. Her venture was so successful that within a year, she
was seeking larger space which was found at two buildings, 44
and 46 North Los Robles, Pasadena. Within three years, she had
bought both properties.
In the meantime, she had become interested in China and began
studying itr customs, art and philosophy. She continued these
studies the r-ast of her
i, giving freely to others her knovledge of 3url ".hiss. Chin:ymbolism and mythology. She believed
that people could learr,
, from understanding the Oriental
point of vi • . she also
ieved that the art of China is most
valuable to rsterners r.
;se of its similarity to western
conceptions ;se<3 on tha classical Greek ideals of harmony and

balance.
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She started including fine art objects from China, Japan, Korea
and other areas of the 1-ir East in her shop. As her knowledge and
interest grew, so did her business. She was soon amassing an
impressive Oriental art collection and was selling over half a
million dollars vorth of art a year. During her career, she said
that she olaced rcore than 40,000 art objects in leading art museums
and with individual collectors all over America and Europe. It is
said that she vas the one who first interested Avery Brundage in
Oriental art; today the 3rundage collection remains internationally
famous. Many pieces from her own American Indian collection were
given to the Southwest Kuseura in Los Angeles.
Her garden, full of its symbolic meanings, is, in a literal sen^e,
an expression of the importance she attached to understanding
Oriental culture. The more people who appreciate and continue to
enjoy the courtyard garden, the more her dream of furthering
understanding of the Orient is fulfilled.
From 1919 to 192-1, Xiss '.-.'icholson studied photographs of the
most famous, temples and palaces in China as a start towards
creatin-r her own Treasure House. In 1924, she as!v?d the firm of

art and cultural activities. In 1926 when Grace ..'icholson opened
this unigue Treasure House, it became an immediate center for the
arts in Pasadena. Here were shown not only museurr. quality Oriental
art objects, but also the -works of local, national ^ and ^ internationally famous living artists. The upstairs auditoriur. vu used frequently fay manj film, trusic and lecture groups, such- as
the Colerrian Chamber Music Association. .Music and art teachers
gave lessons in the classrooms where later, the Junior League of
Pasadena started the Youth l\rt v.'orkshop. The _ Pasadena Arts Council
had its inception in the Hicholson Building in 1952.
The building vas deeded to the city of Pasadena in 1943, and the
Pasadena Art Institute became the lessee. The narre was subsequently -hanged to the Pasadena Art Hus-aurn, and became world famous
• vith its collection of the "3lue Four" painters given by Galka
Scheyer. The museum vas also well known as one of the leading s^al
museums in the vorld devoted to showing modern art.
When the museurr, left the premises in 1970 to occupy its ov^
building in ciodem design, the Pacificulture Foundation, which had
long been devoted to the idea of preservation of the Mcholson
building and its restoration to a use compatible with its origins,
became its tenants.
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The Pacif.xculture Foundation believes that the potential of the
building is being realized in its on-gcing activities. However,
the building itself is crucial to the activities of the museum.
As explained above, the building offers an opportunity to explore
and further understand Asian culture and actively creates an
environment where one can obtain a deeper appreciation of the Asian
and Pacific areas.In addition, the individuality of the bir ' ding
is in har.r.ony with the museum's many-sided offerings. The ^arden
courtyard is frequently used for community gatherings and the
auditoriu.r. and classrooms are necessary for the lectures, classes
and films that are an integral part of the museum's community
outreach.
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